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Horse Details:  

Name: Arthur 

Age:11yr old 

Competitive Height:1.30/1.40m 

Gelding 

What is a normal day like for your horse? Arthur's routine is pretty much the same every day; he has 
hay and grain around 7 am with some time to munch while the rest of the barn is fed and cleaned. Arthur 
loves his food but has plenty of blood, so to manage that we give him low energy food - about ¾ scoop 
of beet pulp and ½ scoop of pellets. All of the horses at Grayton Farms have minerals, lysine, whole 
flax, salt, and magnesium with every grain meal.  

The horses are turned out first thing except those on the morning ride schedule. Arthur is on that list so 
after morning chores he does a session on the treadmill for 10-15 minutes as a warm up.  

For his grooming routine, Arthur normally gets ready under the solarium and the curry comb is his 
absolute favourite so he's indulged with a pretty thorough brushing routine. We also use a red light pad 
on his back during his morning groom, this helps stimulate acupuncture spots so when he gets into the 
ring he is all warmed up to ride.  

For tack Arthur hacks in polos and regular hind boots and his DK Saddle. Arthur is a big strong horse so 
he also flats in a Pelham which doubles as his show/jumping bit. Even though he is strong, he is 
straightforward and consistent so the tack stays the same for jumping with the exception of adding a 
running martingale and changing to open front boots or adding bell boots depending on what he is 
jumping.  

After his workout he does some physio in hand in the arena before heading back to the barn where he 
finishes up with some stretches and another good curry! 

Arthur gets post ride grain for sustenance and on jump days he also gets BCAA to help the muscles 
restore after the harder workout. 

After that it’s out to the paddock with the other boys. Arthur is very friendly and goes out with three 
other horses!  They definitely are rabble rousers out there but it is good for big Arthur to get to play 
during the day plus they have a round bale and Arthur loves to eat!  

At about 3pm he is called in for dinner and put to bed. Night check with more hay is around 9pm and 
then it’s lights out until we start again the next day. 
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What do they and don’t they like? Arthur likes everything! Food, treats, other horses, riding, pretty 
much everything! We have never seen him in a bad mood or even pin an ear he is pretty much the 
happiest guy around. 

How would you describe your horse’s personality? Sweet, you can't help but smile when you see 
him, his ears are always up and he is a pleasure to do anything with. For such a big horse he is never in 
your space… ok except when he thinks you have cookies. He really is a delight. 

What personality traits does your horse have that sets them apart as a competitor? Well for me he 
is the bravest! I don’t even think I would say he is forgiving because when I make a mistake it never 
phases him. If I miss to a jump he just goes to the next one the exact same as every other jump, he has 
never doubted himself for a minute. Even if he is spooky to go by something on his way into the ring he 
never hesitates when we are galloping to jump it. Also, the scope he has make everything easy I think 
sometimes we could trot the whole 1.30m course and he wouldn’t think anything of it. 

What does your horse eat? How often? Arthur has grain three times a day and hay four times. The 
exceptions being when he is in the field where it’s constant or at the show where they get hay mostly all 
day to stay occupied. 

What is your exercise regime to keep your horse fit? We work together five days a week and he does 
hills on the treadmill once a week for 30 minutes and has one day totally in the field. In the summer we 
will substitute the treadmill day for a trail ride day or hills in the fields.  Since I’ve had him I’m the only 
one that’s ridden him because the flat work with him is really pretty simple and he likes routine. 

Who supports this horse? My husband! He found him in Ireland with the help of Lynn Macyk and 
Greg Broderick. Alex brought him over as a sales horse and when he thought it was time for people to 
see an amateur on him he offered me the opportunity to show him… and then I begged to keep him lol. 
But Alex and the farm support him and I can’t say enough about the opportunities I’ve had because of 
his support.  

From a body perspective Nathan Powell has been our farrier for about 10 years and Moore Equine’s Dr 
Mattson and Dr Mcdonald are his regular vets. Tina Watkins does a massage for him every month which 
you might have guessed it… he LOVES! Otherwise we have a few different professionals come through 
for chiro, teeth or acupuncture but mostly he loves his daily routine and the curry comb! 

Where did you purchase your horse? Arthur came from Ireland and while on a personal vacation 
Lynn Macyk lured us to the horse show where we ended up buying 2 horses including Arthur as sales 
prospects….in my defense we did sell the other one!  

How old was he/she and what level were they competing at? Arthur's record up to that point was a bit 
scattered, with a variety of riders he never really moved up because they kept changing.  When he came 
to Canada Alex showed him consistently the first year and moved him into a couple 1.40m’s before I 
got the ride.	


